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APPENDIX 
 

CBSC Decision 07/08-1158 
CITV-TV (Global Edmonton) re a News Hour report (“Daughter Sues Foster Mom”) 
 
 
The Complaint 
 
The CBSC received the following complaint on January 25, 2008 (emphasis original): 
 

I am writing you in regards to our January 24/08 telephone conversation pertaining to a 
violation of my personal & private information. 
 
January 16/2008, Global TV Edmonton (Canwest Global Communications Corp) grossly 
violated my privacy by publicly broadcasting all my Personal Identifiable Information [sic] 
with No Consent on the evening headline news while covering “Daughter Sues Foster Mom” 
story. 
 
Global TV Edmonton was contacted by my lawyer on the afternoon of January 16/2008 prior 
to their release of the evening news.  Global TV was advised at that time to not release any 
of my Private or Personal Identifiable Information [sic], as this case is subject to a 
publication ban, *note Child and Youth Family Enhancement Act, Sec. 126.2. 
 
Global TV was informed at that time that it would be inappropriate for myself or lawyer to 
comment as this case is currently under criminal investigation. 
 
Global TV Edmonton gave no thought to the consequences and in my view behaved 
recklessly in revealing the following: 
 
Name in full 
Birthdate & Year 
Birthplace 
Current Residing city 
Video clips Baby to 4 yrs old 
My Photos thru the years including wedding pictures 
 
In my opinion, Global News could have covered their story “Daughter Sues Foster Mom” 
without publishing my Personal & Private Information.  I spent the greater part of my life 
researching with the hopes of one day relocating my birth biological family, as there are 
privacy laws that forbid me to access this Identifiable Information or publish [sic].  I question 
the media’s integrity while covering this story, as they were notified by my lawyer and 
preceded [sic] without any regard to his request, my identity or the investigation. 
 
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you.  I look forward to a reply. 
 
Pls note:  That I, [D. P.], viewed the 6:00 pm News on Global Edmonton, January 16, 2008, 
where they broadcast my personal & private identifiable information with no consent. 
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Broadcaster Response 
 
The station replied to the complainant with a letter dated February 14: 
 

This is in response to your complaint filed with the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council on 
January 25, 2008 about the Global Edmonton news report regarding your lawsuit. 
 
As responsible broadcasters, our entire news team strives to uphold the highest level of 
journalistic integrity and ethics at all times.  Our staff members are educated to produce 
material in accordance with community standards and with the Canadian Association of 
Broadcasters' (CAB) Code of Ethics, Sex-Role Portrayal Code, and the Voluntary Code 
Regarding Violence in Television Programming.  Global News also adheres to the Radio 
Television News Directors Association of Canada (RTNDA) Code of Ethics. 
 
At the time of our story, there was no publication ban in place and the correspondence from 
your lawyer, Mr. [R. L.], suggested we seek legal advice about reporting on your story, which 
we did.  After consultations with our lawyer, we learned we were within our legal rights to both 
interview your foster mother and show the photos and other items. 
 
While the use of the photos and documents in our report may have caused you some 
discomfort, we are confident it was not in violation of the Child Youth and Enhancement Act 
nor any of the broadcast codes referred to above. 

 
 
Additional Correspondence 
 
The complainant sent the CBSC a note on February 25: 
 

I would like to proceed with my complaint to the next level of action. 
 
Thank you. 

 
She attached a copy of the letter she had received from Global, on which she had made 
the following notes: 
 

1) What happened to statutory publication ban? “Foster Child” 
 
2) This is not my story, this was [D. M.]’s! 
 
3) Ø consent, attached lawyer’s letter to the media. 
 
4) All my identifiable information [sic] published with no regards to consent or merit!! 
 
This letter indicates to me that Global Edmonton has no regard for any of the issues above.  
Least of all, they are not even apologetic! 
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She also attached a copy of the lawyer’s letter which was apparently faxed to Global 
Edmonton on January 18: 
 

TO THE MEDIA 
I represent a client who is suing regarding a fraudulent adoption.  Pursuant to s. 126.2 of the 
Child, Youth and Family Enhancement Act it states that nobody can publish the name of my 
client.  I strongly suggest that you seek out legal advice if you intend to publish a story on this 
case. 


